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The Intuitive Flow (Empty Channel Meditation) 
 

a) Closing the eyes, just make sure your body is comfortable. Sit comfortably 

and as you do sit comfortably, go ahead, and begin by allowing the body 

to empty out; allowing the thoughts to empty out. 

 

b) Just imagine yourself like an empty vessel, where there is no thought.  

No thought of past, no thought of future. Only this millisecond.  

 

c) And as you empty the body, and notice yourself like an empty vessel, free 

from any emotional thoughts, free from any stress, free from any 

thought, and just rest here now in awareness and just rest. 

 

d) And this time, as you notice yourself like an instrument, like an empty 

vehicle, knowing that within this being, there is all of source and light 

energy. That there is this power within us all, and this power exists on the 

inside and the outside. 

 

e) And breathing into that power, and feeling into that power, just keep 

noticing yourself as a vessel for this power that exists inside and outside.  

 

f) A very special energy that gives you an insight and foresight allows an 

awareness about all that is. About what is now and what is forever.  

 

g) Just rest.  

 

h) And as you rest, notice yourself as an instrument for all the gifts of the 

universe and how they come through you. The gift of wisdom, the gift of 

wealth, the gift of relationship, the gift of clarity, the gift of confidence, 

the gift of love. All the gifts of the universe flow through you.  
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i) Where all you are, is an instrument. A divine being through which life 

happens. Knowing all of life takes place in complete trust and surrender. 

 

j) Connecting with your purpose in life, whether it is to love, honour and 

respect self; or whether it is to serve others, connecting with your 

purpose; whether it is to heal self or transform self or help heal others or 

transform others; whether it is to take care of the family or whether it is 

to follow your life’s path or calling in your business. Connecting with your 

purpose, the reason for being on this earth now as an instrument.  

 

k) Knowing you are an instrument of this universe, what is that I am meant 

to do, to be, to give, to love? How is this instrument meant to be used, by 

the universe? How is this universe meant to serve itself? What is the 

legacy this instrument is meant to leave behind? 

 

l) And noticing how, as an instrument, everything flows with ease, there is 

no room for effort. 

 

m) Allowing life to flow with so much ease and staying connected to being in 

flow, living in flow as an instrument. Allowing your light to shine to 

yourself, to your loved ones and to all the people you are destined to 

reach, whether it is a handful or whether it is millions.  

 

n) Allow your light to shine as an instrument.  

 

o) Take another long, deep breath and let it out. And as you do that, become 

aware of your feet. Become aware of yourself seated, become aware of 

your back, become aware of your whole body, as if it were an empty 

vessel that houses this universal energy. A sacred power, an intuitive 

guidance. A higher wisdom.  
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p) And as you do that, you can just allow your awareness to open into this. 

You can allow your eyes to open into this. 

 

q) And just allow the eyes to open without touching them. Allow the 

awareness to open the eyes and notice yourself here, in this moment. 

And if the eyes haven’t opened, just open them and if not, take another 

breath in and stay in that energy and space. 
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